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Base City 
The City basically comes with a number of standard parts. These parts are 
marked with an S-Symbol in front of this specific part. The City will be 
provided with these parts if no other option from this category has been 
selected. For the complete description of the standard parts we refer to the 
specifications. Below you will also find all possible options and accessories.
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Make the tricycle City even more personal? Special adjustments are possible on request!
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replace all previous price lists. Subject to technical changes and printing errors.
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Art.nr. Base Price €

401601 Tricycle City, size M 2.315

402621 - Frame M, color grey  (RAL7047) -

402622 - Rahmen M, color blue (RAL5009) -

402630 - Custom RAL color frame M (excl. fluorescent colors), additional charge 232

401701 Tricycle City, size L 2.483

402721 - Frame M, color grey  (RAL7047) -

402722 - Rahmen M, color blue (RAL5009) -

402730 - Custom RAL color frame M (excl. fluorescent colors), additional charge 232

Art.nr. Drive options/ hubs Price €

409400 Freewheel -

409401 Fixed gear -

409402 Pedal brake 152

409403 Pedal brake automatic 330

409404 8 speed hub freewheel (Shimano Nexus) 270

409405 8 speed hub with pedal brake (Shimano Nexus) 348

409406 8 speed hub with pedal brake automatic (Shimano Nexus) 525

409407 - Gripshift for serving 8-speed hub (Shimano Nexus) -

409408 - Thumb adjuster for serving 8 speed hub (Shimano Nexus) 98

Art.nr. (Electrical) support Price €

409420 Without electrical support -

401901P Pedal support PAS-vario Bafang 43 Volt (pedaling is necessary) 2.255

401902P Pedal support Bafang 43 Volt 250W with speedsensor 2.255

401930 - Base battery pack 450Wh (range approx. 40-50 km) -

401932 - Upgrade battery pack to 750Wh (range approx. 60-70 km) 297

Art.nr. Braking Price €

406253 Hydraulic rear disc brakes, control right side -

406251 Hydraulic rear disc brakes, control left side 109

406153 Additional parking brake on handlebar stem 58

Art.nr. Handlebars Price €

401424 Sporty slightly curved handlebar, black -

409205 Handlebar butterfly model 71

Art.nr. Stems Price €

409039 Ergonomic stem -

407120 Ergonomic stem with quick release 108
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Art.nr. Other handlebar attachments Price €

426827 Bicycle clock type Decibel* -

426959 Rotation clock 15

427400 Handlebar pointedHandlebar pointed backwards (steer closer) backwards (steer closer) 68

426958 Extra stroke limitation, for handlebar 25

426960 Rearview mirror left, adjustable 38

426965 Rearview mirror right, adjustable 38

426924 Lower arm support 188

426927 Lower arm fixation (only suitable for the item above) 39

426951 Support bracket, handlebar 133

426992 Vertical handle, black 47

Art.nr. Seats Price €

401637 Velo Plush seat -

426833 Female seat, synthetic version -

426837 Female seat, leather version 125

426836 Male seat, leather version 125

427179 Gel seat 50

418265 Wide seat 50

426897 Banana seat (not suitable with T-model seat post) 49

418266 Puch seat 65

Art.nr. Seat posts Price €

409033 Aluminium seat post, length 350 mm -

432059 Suspension seat post, length 350 mm 35

401591 T-model seat post, length 400 mm 73

401596 Extended and reinforced seat post, length 400 mm 77

490020 Adaption for lowering saddle by mounting seat post on frame 67

Art.nr. Trunk support Price €

409010 Backrest with hip belt, incl. adaption 309

409011 Hip and lumbar support, with 2 straps, adaptable in all directions, incl. adaption 425

Art.nr. Stick holders Price €

406155 Stick holder, double rear 114

406156 Stick holder, single rear 105

Art.nr. Pedals Price €

401645 Pedal set -

426994 Balance pedals (not suitable with footrest/ forefoot support), per pair 41

426993 Large pedals (7.5 cm deep, 10 cm wide) 21

426929 Forefoot support, left (toeclip) 30

426930 Forefoot support, right (toeclip) 30
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Art.nr. Foot support Price €

426938 Plastic footrest, left with forefoot- and heel strap (22 x 8 cm) (applicable with basic pedal set) 120

426939 Plastic footrest, right with forefoot- and heel strap (22 x 8 cm) (applicable with basic pedal set) 120

426940 Plastic footrest, left with forefoot- and heel strap (24 x 9 cm) (applicable with basic pedal set) 120

426941 Plastic footrest, right with forefoot- and heel strap (24 x 9 cm) (applicable with basic pedal set) 120

426986 Pedal extender, left 63

426987 Pedal extender, right 63

432750 Balance weight for footrest/ forefoot support, left (not suitable with lower leg fixation) 98

432751 Balance weight for footrest/ forefoot support, right (not suitable with lower leg fixation) 98

426975 Crank shortener set (reduces inner leg length to 2,5 cm or 5 cm) 93

428931 Metal footrest for lower leg fixation, left (25 x 9 cm) (applicable with basic pedal set) 128

428923 Lower leg fixation, left (only suitable for the above item) 93

428930 Metal footrest for lower leg fixation, right (25 x 9 cm) (applicable with basic pedal set) 128

426949 Lower leg fixation, right (only suitable for the above item) 93

432789 Pulley system/ pointed foot correction (applicable with footrests) 83

Art.nr. Baskets & bags Price €

427025 Shopping basket incl. clamp on handlebar 45

496002 Double bicycle bag Tour, black 50

Art.nr. Other adjustments Price €

426578 Safety lock (served single-handed) 25

426587 AXA Cable lock (served single-handed) 20

401675 Adapter for walker holder 167

404424 Protective cover (waterproof and breathable) 186

496055 Direction indicator set (mounted at the rear)  35
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